PR4950 HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE WASHBASIN
AN AESTHETIC SOLUTION TO MEET YOUR WASHBASIN NEEDS

The PR4950 Height Adjustable Washbasin is designed to be raised or lowered to meet the user’s preferred hand washing height.

The PR4950 Height Adjustable Washbasin is our most popular basin. The simple smooth surfaces of the PR4950 ensure that the wash is both easy to clean and aesthetically pleasing. The exclusive aluminium side profiles are light, durable and elegant to look at and the modular design allows for the ideal basin shape to be chosen.

MULTI-FUNCTIONING CONTROLS

The PR4950 Height Adjustable Washbasin can be raised or lowered using a wired hand control or a lever control at the end of the washbasin.

The lever control can be positioned on either side of the washbasin and also serves as a towel holder. The lever control is also strong enough to be used as extra support where needed.

AESTHETICALLY DESIGNED

The PR4960 Height Adjustable Washbasin is designed with sleek and modern lines to fit seamlessly into any bathroom environment.

The washbasin offers a fully enclosed solution which neatly hides away all water feeds and waste pipework keeping the bathroom clear of unnecessary plumbing.
WASHBASIN OPTIONS

The PR4950 is available with several different basin options to choose from. All washbasins are made with cultured marble with a high-polished, pore-free sanitary gel coating and are available with or without an overflow.

CURVED BASIN

The concave front edge of the curved basin stabilises a standing and seated user. The rounded shapes provide something to grip and lean against. The corners are designed to support the elbows whilst the flat bottom allows space for the legs of a seated user.

SMALL RECTANGULAR BASIN

The small rectangular vanity wash basin comes with integrated handrails that provide not only additional support when using the basin, but also support for users as they move around the bathroom.

LARGE RECTANGULAR BASIN

The large rectangular vanity wash basin has a large surface area either side of the basin which is ideal for supporting the users forearms. The basin also comes with integrated handrails that provide additional support when using the basin, and as they move around the bathroom.
**SPECIFICATIONS**

**MODEL**
PR4950 Height Adjustable Washbasin

**FUNCTION**
Height Adjustable Washbasin, Ideal for Bathrooms- Commercial and Domestic

**DIMENSIONS**
750 x 666 mm, Adjustment interval of 300mm

**WEIGHT CAPACITY**
200kg safe working load

**OPTIONS**
Height control operated by Electronics or Hydraulics, Range of Basins, Hand Control or Lever Control

**MATERIALS**
Aluminium, Polyurethane Foam /Plastics and Powder-Laquered Steel

**COLOUR OPTIONS**
Anthracite grey  White  Lime Green

**APPLICATION**
Nursing Home, Hospital, Domestic, School, Leisure Centre, Changing Places

**DIMENSIONS**
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